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ABSTRACT
DEVELOPMENT OF A WORKSHOP EXPLOFIINIG
PHYSICAL DISABILITY AND FILM MEDIA
Debra J. Peterson
November 11, 1999
The purpose of this project was to develop a one day workshop
for human service professionals which would help them to explore
commonly held attitudes and values towards citizens with
disabilities and heighten awareness of the impact of popular media,
particularly film, in the shaping of such values. The framework is
founded in symbolic interactionism with an emphasis on the
following conceFts: disability, handicap, mass media and the
formation of cultu re. Th roug h individual and group activities,
lecture, analysis of film segments and overhead transparencies,
workshop participants would expand their awareness and skills
associated with citizens with disabilities and obtain usef u I working
strategies that wou ld assist participants to pro actively reduce the
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A. Statement of the Problem
According to the 1990 National Health lnterview Survey
(NHIS), there were 246 million people in the United States. Of this
number 36.1 million, or 14.5 percent, were people with physical
disabilities (LaPlant,1991). Despite the large number of people with
disabilities, contact between non-disabled individuals and
individuals that have been identified as having a disability has been
limited (Norden, 1994 p. 2). Therefore, the majority of people rely
on the media to provide interpretations (Berry & Asamem, 1993).
"Perhaps the most influential modern agent promoting images of the
moral order and the body inherited from the Middle Ages has been the
mass media... Visual depictions of disability have contin ued to serve
as the focal point of film and television dramas" (Nagler, 1993,
p.219). Markova and Farr (1995), have noted that "ln modern, as
distinct f rom traditional, societies the mass media of
communication play a key role in both the generation and the spread
of representations" (p,7). In addition, "we live in an age of
representations...we react to the representations rather than to the
reality they represent (p. 7)."
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ln Norden's (1 gg4) book entitled The Cinema of lsolation: A
History of Physical Disability in lhe -.Movieq he reports:
ln the case of people with disabilities, the movie industry has
perpetuated or initiated a number of stereotypes over the
years as a part of the general practice of isolation-
stereotypes so durable and pervasive that they have become
mainstream society's perception of disabled people and have
obscured if not outright supplanted disabled people's
perception of themselves (p. 3).
Lori Klobas, after studying hundreds of disability-related
films and televisions dramas, concluded that "an immense chasm
exists between people with disabilities and their screen
counterparts" (Norden 1994 p. 3). ln addition, "The discrepancies
between real-life disabled people and their movie portrayals are
traceable to mainstream society's reluctance to recogn ize disabled
people as a minority group suffering from discrimination" (Norden
1s94 p. 3).
DeBalazar, Bradford, and Fawcett's article "Common Concerns
of Disabled Americans: lssues and Options," also identified concerns
about the role of disability and the media. Their three surveys, of
7,547 consumers revealed that:
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*The media portray people with disabilities in a negative and
unrealistic way, preferring the sensational or pitif ul to the
everyday and human side of disability.
*Consumers should monitor coverage of disability issues.
*Consumers should educate the media to correct negative
portrayals and terminology (Nagler, 1993, p.1 1).
As a person with a physical disability, this author observed
that the more obvious the physical disability the greater the
potential for negative consequences. This is significant in that the
people with obvious disabilities are more likely to experience
discrimination and oppression.
By examinlng the powerful cultural implications of disability,
and its influence on personal values and beliefs, human service
professionals have the opportunity to influence individuals (with and
without disabilities) to gain a better understanding of what it means
to be disabled (Luborsky, 1994).
B. A Training Workshop for Human Services Professionals
The purpose of this project was to structure a one day
workshop for human service professionals which will help them to
explore commonly held attitudes and values towards citizens with
disabilities and heighten awareness of the impact of popular media,
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particularly film, in the shaping of such values. Workshop
participants critically eva!uate their own feelings and beliefs about
people with disabilities, explore cultural implications associated
with film, through personal analysis of film segments, and discover
ways of increasing education and awareness. Cultural implications
refers to the relationship of values and beliefs about people and
disabilities and the messages that the film industry portrays.
The workshop comprised a variety of adult learning methodologies
that included, but are not limited to: role plays I disability
simulation, brainstorming activities, small group discussions, large
group discussions, viewing film clips and overhead transparencies.
The workshop is designed to increase participant awareness about
the attitudes and beliefs associated with citizens with disabilities
and recommend useful working strategies that will assist
participants to pro-actively reduce the stereotypes / stig mas
associated with inaccurate portrayals of people with disabilities.
The workshop explored the relationship between the electronic
media (television, movies, and videos) and physical disability as
well as the perspectives and attitudes of people in the American
culture. The following terms are defined in the workshop:
impairment, disability, handicap, mass media and culture
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ln addition, these concepts are examined: (a) social learning
theory, (b) the production of culture, (c) attitude formation, (d)
symbolic interaction framework, (e) values,(f) self-concept,
(g) stigmatization, (h) the role of film (television, movies, and
videos) and online resources that can expand public awareness of
disability issues. A variety of teaching methods are used, including
(a) presentations by the facilitator, (b) disability role play
simulation, (c) viewing film segments / overhead transparencies,
(d) hand outs, and (f) group discussion. The role of the workshop
facilitator is both educator and coach. As an educator, s/he is
willing to respectfully challenge the way in which workshop
participants perceive visual images.
As a coach, s/he believes that each participant has strengths
that they can build on. This is a parallel process that involves
recognizing individual strengths versus limitations and/or abilities
verses disabilities. The facilitator's responsibility is to offer
information, tools and resources that will complement the
participant's professional development. A Certificate of Completion
will be distributed during the last segment of the workshop. ln
addition, participants will be asked to complete an evaluation at the
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end of the session focusing on the format and content of the
wo rkshop.
A smaller version of this workshop was piloted at the
Minnesota Social Service Association Conference in March 1998.
Approximately fifty participants were recruited through the
conference mailer and were given an opportunity to complete a
questionnaire I evaluation. The information gathered was examined
and refined for additional presentations.
The Social Learning Theory used in this training is an effective
f ramework in that it aids in "explaining complex social patterns"
(Craig, 1 996, p. 47). According to Albert Bandura, individuals learn
from observation and modeling as well as from examining the
outcomes of their behavior. Some examples include: television,
movies, magazines and newspapers (Hergenhahn & Olson, 1992, p.
342). lt is through the process of modeling that people create
guidelines for their personal behavior (Craig,1996 p.a8-a9).
Hewitt (1997), identif ies Symbolic lnteractionism as an additional
framework that enables the reader to move to a critical level of
understanding regard ing the relationship between sig ns, symbols ,
and behavior (1 2). "Symbols transform the human environment, first,
because, they expand its scope both spatially and temporally,"
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(Hewitt, 1997, 34). Because the film industry conveys a vast amount
of information, it often ref lects our cu ltu ral values and beliefs. To
the extent that such information can be made more
accurate, oI at the least, to the extent that when inaccuracies are
co mmu n icated people can ide ntify those inaccuracies, the negative
impact of inaccuracies or distortions can be reduced.
C. Objectives of the Workshop
The workshop lndividuals With Phv ical Disabilities: An
Exolora on of Cu ltu re end Film was developed to meet the diversity
training needs of human service professionals and family members
with physical disabilities. The primary objectives for this training
workshop are listed as follows:
* Human service professionals will understand of the impact of
the po rtrayals of individuals with physical disabilities in f ilm
media on people with disabilities.
* Understand the historical implications individuats with
physical disabilities and its relationsh ip to
cu rrent attitudes.





Provide information on the role of culture and explore the
implications of be liefs, values and attitudes.
Provide conceptual f rameworks that create structure and
substance to understanding individuals with physical
disabilities and cultural dimensions.
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II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
A. Definition of Terms
ln order to examine the role of physical disability and it's
relationship to film it is vital that the following terms be def ined:
impairment, disability and handicap.
The World Health Organization proposes the following
def in itions:
1. lmpairment - any disturbance in body structures that is
present at birth or arises from disease or injury.
2. Disabilities - restrictions in activity as a result of the
impairment.
3. Handicap - the social disadvantage created by the
impairment and the disability because the individual does not
or cannot conform to the role expectations of the society or
social groups to which he or she belongs (Kagawa-Singer,
1994, p.362).
Various organizations and/or individuals define the term
disability differently. Some may identify a disability as a chronic
medical condition or impairment (mental or physical), while others
def ine disability as "the by-product of social and physical
environments that do not accommodate people with different
f unctional abilities" (Asch and M ud rick, 1 ggs, p. Tsz).
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The disability may or may not be visible and may be present at birth
and/or begin at any age. This workshop is primarily focused on
disabilities that are visible.
The Americans With Disabilities Act, passed into law on July
26,1990, is as follows:
The ADA is designed to give civil rights protection to
individuals with disabilities on the basis of race color, sex,
national origin age, and religion. lt guarantees equal
opportunity for individuals with disabilities in public
accommodations, employment, transportation, State and local
government services, and telecommunications. An individual
is considered to have a disability if s/he has a physical or
mental impairment that substantially limits one or more
major life activity, has a record of such impairment, or is
regarded as having such impairment. Persons discriminated
against because they have a known relationship with an
individual with a disability also are protected.
(www. u sdoj, gov/c rtl adal ada ho m I . htm )
It is important to identify the ADA legislation, in that it
created greater awareness about discrimination towards people with
disabilities and offered legal recourse should a person's rights be
v io lated.
1 . HISTORY OF DISABILITY
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ln order to interpret today's perceptions regarding the media
and how people with disabilities are perceived, it is important to
examine the historical context. ln ancient Mediterranean cultures,
individuals with disabilities, were perceived as having little value
and were considered replaceable and/or were seen as beings who
carried evil spirits (Hershenson, 1 992). Prior to the development of
modern medicine life expectancy for people with disabilities was
short and difficult (Davis 1997). Norden, (1994), identifies the Bible
as a major contributor to "Western civilization attitudes toward
individuals with disabilities. He describes "passages that suggest a
linkage of disease and disability with punishment from God" (p"7). ln
addition, the belief that it is appropriate to give "alms to the
disabled but not accepting disabled persons as equals," continues to
hold true today (Norden 1994, p. 7).
The concept of disability has emerged over time. According to
Hershenson, (1992) there have been four perspectives regarding the
origin or causes of disability, the views include supernatural forces,
medica! causes, natural causes and "Finally, in the mid-twe ntieth
centu ry, the proposition emerged that having a disability places one
into a minority group that is handicapped by societally imposed




Markova and Farr (1995), believe that the media performs an
essential role in both the representation and circulation of images.
ln order to comprehend the considerable impact that mass media has
on mainstream culture, it must be explored.
According to Edward Brawley (1995):
The mass media represents a multiplicity of organizations,
institutions, and communications mechanisms'distinguished
by the financial and journalistic resources they possess, the
size and geographical spread of the audiences they address,
their sou rces of funding, their news gathering practices and
routines, their judg ments of what constitutes a good story,
and the medium of communication, fls well as the technological
delivery system which they can exploit to transmit their
messages. They include the mass broadcast media, such as
network television and national newspaper, as well as the
smaller narrow cast media, such as specialized cable
television, magazines and local newspapers" (p.1 674).
The media has the potential to impact society's perceptions of
its surroundings. Altheida and Snow (1991), "What emerges as
knowledge in contemporary society is, to a significant extent, the
result of media consciousness"(Brawley, p. 1 675).
According to McQuail (1987), the principal functions of mass
media for society include:
l. lnformation- about events and conditions in society and the
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world, indicating relations and facilitation innovation...
II. Correlation- explaining, interpreting and commenting on the
meaning of events and information, providing support for
established authority and norms...and consensus building.
lll. Continuity- expressing the dominant culture and recognizing
subcultures and new cultural developments, forg ing and
maintaining commonality of values.
lV. Entertainment- providing amusement, diversion....reducing
social tension.
V. Mobilization- campaigning for social objectives in the sphere
of politics, war, economic development, work and sometimes
religion (p.71).
Historically, the common themes regarding media depictions of
society inferred that people with disabilities were responsible for
"their" plight, and it was "their" personal issue to deal with.
People would either blame an individual for their disability or would
detach and avoid them. lt was not uncommon for people with
disabilities to be viewed as objects that were often portrayed as
docile (lwakuffi?, 1997).
3. CULTURE AND CULruRAL THEORY
Markova and Farr (199s) believe that "collective
representations are best understood in terms of culture. They belong
to the public rather than the private realm.
Therefore, in order to understand societal perceptions, it is vital to
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examine the concept of culture.
The basis of any culture is its world view. Every group
of people has a vision of the cosmos, a system of beliefs, of
values, and behaviors that organize the chaos of the universe
for its members and provides a place for each individual
within that reality. Culture is a tool that operationalizes a
group's world view into symbols that can be manipulated to
define reality--and human beings' places in that reality--and
that prescribes the proper hehavior for predictable situations
with the social system (Kagawa-Winger, 1994, p.364).
Culture affects both behavior and expectations of an
individuals'role in society. Specifically, behavior that ls rewarded
will continue to be manifested and behavior that is punished will
diminish (Goodman 1967, p. 2).
The reduction or increase of behavior is associated with the
concept of ethos. According to Honigmann (1954), "ethos refers to
emotional quality of socially patterned behavior"(p.43). The
emotions depict how the driving force of the personality interprets
situations which the individuals experience.
"Cultural theory is based on the axiom that what matters most
to people are their relationships with other people and the other
people's relationships with them" (Freilich p. 61). Culture serves
two purposes: "(a) integrative, providing the beliefs and values that
g ive an individual a sense of identity, and (b) f unctional,
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establishing the rules for behavior that support an individual's sense
of self-worth and maintain group function and welfare" (Kagawa-
Winger, 1994, p. 364).
There are three common issues concerning disability studies
and the process of cross cultural examination. Groce and Zola
(1993), identify the following similarities: the culturally observed
cause of the disability, the duration of an individual's life, and the
cultural expectations associated with the individual with the
disability.
The emphasis of this project is the exploration of Western
culture. Western culture places considerable emphasis on
rehabilitation for individuals with disabilities and has a scientific
focus. The objective of technology is that of overcoming disability.
The drawback is that technology is unable to cure all limitations.
Therefore, those individuals who are unable to keep up with the
dominant culture may be blamed for their situation. Whereas, Middle
in Eastern cultures "less value is placed on individual life with the
consequence that there is less concern for people with disabilities"
(Kagawa-Singer p. 362).
Contrary to Eastern culture (where individuals are not vatued
as highly), people with disabilities are expected to participate in
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society to the best of their abilities (Kagawa-Winger,1994).
There are two crucial values in Z0th-century Western culture
that impact individuals with disabilities: physical appearance and
autonomy. People who are unable to meet the defined ideals of
physical appearance are not perceived as possessing the skills of
useful independence and are viewed as subordinate. The result is
that they carry a stigma that assumes that they are less than human
(Hahn).
Freilich (1989), identifies opposition to cultural change as
natural and that it is a means of creating a vehicle of understanding
for appropriate behavior. ln addition, he believes that the contention
can be overcome if people are given information that illustrates that
the current set of patterns / beliefs are no longer applicable.
One response to mainstream culture is the development of a
"disability culture.". lt is defined as:
Pride of being who we are and translating our pride into
changing the way media portray us. lt's reveling in sharing
common experiences and enjoying the company of another. tt's
being proud of our history and not feeling isolated. lt's buying
products developed and sold by other people with disabilities.
( h tt p ://www. v i d a. co m /s p e a ko u t/ P e o p I e/S te ve n E B ro wn . h t m I )
There is an ongoing debate about whether or not a disability culture
is conceivable. It may be difficult to establish a feeling of
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community and connectedness when the general culture believes that
people with disabilities are different (Marston, 1997, p. 11).
4. ATTITUDE AND STIGMA
According to Gokhale (1984), "|fl a broad sense, attitudes are
predisposed thoughts, feelings or actions towards others. Their
roots are in traditions, beliefs and values" (p.30). People who were
perceived as disabled would be marked and would be subjected to
unfavorable attitudes. These attitudes included being viewed as
unfit and abnormal (Lyons, p.311). Since attitudes are shaped during
social interactions, it is vital that we explore the intricate
elements that influence attitudes and beliefs. Lyon (1991) cites
Wolfensberger's work that "...identified the sociat roles a person
occupies as important to the way in which that person is regarded by
others" (p. 31 2).
There are many shared beliefs or presuppositions about people
with disabilities. Schlaff (1999), lists the foilowing: (a) people
match the disability with the person (creating a limited
perspective); (b) when a person with a disability experiences
difficulties it is assumed that it is related to their disability; (c)
people with disabilities are "tragic" casualties; (d) the disability is
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the dominant force in his/her life; and (e) it is taken for granted
that a person with a disability requires assistance.
Often individuals with disabilities are viewed as a victim of
the disability (or tragic causality) and requires assistance.
Disability rights activists maintain that the image of the person
with a disability is perpetuated by f und-raising telethons. Joh nso n
(1992) contends that persons with disabilities are made out to be
"nothing more than pathetic burdens of society, whose only desire is
to walk" (Schlaff,1993, p. 953).
The damage done to persons with disabilities when they are
portrayed as victims is immeasurable. Children may Iearn to
depend on their benefactors as the only thread of hope, and may
grow up believing that they cannot live independently or work
un less they are cured f irst (Schlaff ,1 993, p. 953).
Goff man (1 963), reports that historically, the term "stigma"
was defined as a Greek word that refers to a distinguished mark or
characteristic that identifies a person with negative or uncommon
features and often it was related to a person's moral status (p. 203).
Often there is a hierarchy of physical and/or mental
disabilities. Generally, the less apparent the disability I deformity
the more likely s/he will be accepted into the culture (Westbrook,
Legge, and Pennay, p.617). Those individuals that happen to have an
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emotional or developmental disability will also fall into the
hierarchy. The more obvious the disability the more likely s/he
would be discriminated against.
B. Theoretical Framework
1. SYh4BOLIC INTERACTION FRAMEWOHK
Culture is composed of commonly shared signs and symbols
from which actors construct the meanings found in the culture
(Hergenhahn & Olson,1993, p.8g). ln order to understand social
behavior, researchers must understand the meanings actors assign to
the situation and actors.
Hewitt (1997) reports that symbolic interactionists believe
that people act on the basis of meanings, so that one's behavior in a
specific setting depends on the way that situation is distinguished
from others. "The general focus of symbolic interactionism can be
summed up to the acquisition and generation of meaning (Hergenhahn
& Olson,1993, p.92). ln addition, behavior must be understood by the
"meanings of the actor... they live in a symbolic world, and our
action have both physical and symbolic importance (Hergenhahn &
Olson,l 993, p. 93).
Symbolic lnteractionists'fundamental issues used in the
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development of their basic concepts involve the following questions:
*What does the environment look like from the perspective of
the behaving person?
*How is the behavior organized and controlled by the person?
*How does the person coordinate his or her conduct with
that of others? (Hewitt, 1997, p.29)
A sign is something that exists and can only occur when it is
able to be understood and is acknowledged. Symbols are a form of
signs and have two distinctions that make them meaningful. First,
symbols are "public" and have "public meaning" and second, they can
be engaged without the objects they represent. An illustration of
this would be the words, "fire" and "house." The words produce
images and emotions without presenting the object or event
(Hewitt,1 997, p.33).
In addition, Hewitt (1997), identified "three facts that are key
to the impact of symbol-using human beings"
1 . Symbols transform the very nature of the environment
in which the human species lives.
2. Symbols make it possible for the behavioral
dispositions, or attitudes of an individual to be
reproduced in a another person.
3. Symbols make it possible for the individual to be a
part of the very environment to which he or she responds
(p.35).
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Human beings do not only define situations, they act on them.
"They are se If-referential creatures for whom the self is among the
most important objects" (Hewitt, 1997, p. 25). Humans are not only
shaped by culture and society, but they are capable of shaping
society. Media professionals are in a unique position to influence
and form public images about people with disabilities.
The literature on the topic of disabilities and the media
suggests that more attention be directed to the images and
portrayals of individuals with physical disabilities and its
relationship to cultural beliefs and patterns (Asch and Mudrick,
1995; Groce & Zola lgg3; Mitchel & Snyder 1997).
Some of the factors that can produce attitude changes include:
(a) direct or indirect (media contact with, or exposure to, a
disabled person, (b) information about disabilities, (c)
persuasive messages, (d) disability simulation, and (e) group
discussion (Donaldson, 1980, p. S0S).
ln addition, one successf u I technique for attitude change has
been direct exposure to a person with physical disability that has
"...at least equal in relation to non-disabled persons, whether they
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are in interaction or not" (Donaldson, 1980, p. 505). Personal and/or
direct contact with a person that has a physical disability will most
likely create positive attitude changes. ln the area of attitude
formation and education, the use of film segments has demonstrated
various degrees of success (DeJong,1982 p. 285). However, the
combination of personal contact, viewing film segments, role plays I
simulation exercises, and group discussion create a positive learning




Knowles (1 977) identif ies the adu lt educator's mission as
"satisfying three distinct sets of needs and goals: 1) the needs and
goals of the individuals, 2) the needs and goals of the institutions,
3) the needs and goals of society" (p.22). During the preparation of
the instructional process, it is important to consider the following
factors: the participant's ability to make a connection to the
subject matter presented, create circumstance in which the
participant can use newly acquired skills, advocate prompt use of
the new information, offer reinforcement for the new skills, give
feedback about the outcoffiB, initiate and support active involvement
in the learning process, and create an environment where learning is
cu ltivated (D ickinson , 1 9g7g p. SO) .
B. Adult Learning
Robert Jolles reported that:
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for every hour of adult training, there have been about
500 hours of other schooling. Assuming a schedule that allows
for five to seven hours of schooling in a day, an approximate
number of hours of schooling from kindergarten through four
years of college would be about 21 ,42A (1993).
Adult learners, unlike children, have a tendency to display a
greater awareness of his or her surroundings. A workshop may have
been exquisitely executed however... if the surroundings were not
conducive to training the outcome could be less than adequate
(J olles, 1 ggg).
Adults have a wide range of personal experiences, they are
ready to learn, they want useful information, they want learning to
be pragmatic, and finally adults have a better understanding than
ch ildren of who they are individually (Vinyard, 1 990).
According to Malcolm Knowles (1970) there are three basic
assumptions associated with adult learners: 1) Adults can learn, 2)
learning is an internal process, 3) there are superior conditions of
learning principles of teaching. lt is the responsibility of the
trainer to facilitate the learning process (p.a9-52).
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C. Description of Workshop
The function of this training is to give human service
professionals tools for working with diverse populations. Workshop
participants developed a working knowledge of the impact of film
media and its relationship to cu lture and individuals with physical
disabilities. lt stressed the importance of recognizing accurate
portrayals and offered useful strategies designed to facilitate
professional g rowth.
The workshop consists of a full-day training session or two
half-day sessions. The optional format is designed to meet possible
schedule conflicts of adults who work or have other demands on
their time. ln addition, the workshop can be condensed into an
educational overview that can be presented in an hour-and-a-half.
The full-day session is six hours in length, consisting of two one and
one-half hour training periods in the morning with a fifteen minute
break in between, an hour for lunch, then two more one and one-half
hou r training periods in the afternoon with a f ifteen minute break.
The two half-day sessions will be three hour training periods with a
fifteen minute break at mid session. The half-day training sessions
can be either morning or afternoon sessions, or one of each.
The f irst section includes: introductions and an ice, breaker
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activity I disability simulation, short questionnaire, ril overview of
the workshop terms and concepts, overhead transparencies and one
film clip, a hand out on culture, as well as how attitudes and
stigmatization and culture are developed.
The second portion of the presentation explores the symbolic
interaction framework and social learning theory. Participants
would examine film segments and survey portrayals of people with
disabilities in film. ln addition, small and large group discussions
would be used throughout the day to illustrate topics and to change
the pace of the workshop. Towards the end of the afternoon, the
participants will work in small groups in a brainstorming activity
designed to have them develop a diversity campaign, Lastly, the
participants are given the opportunity to discuss the workshop and
complete a workshop evaluation.
The location of the training should be accessible to all
participants, including individuals who happen to use wheel chairs.
D. Format of the Workshop
The workshop is conducted in two sessions. Each session is
three hours long, The format of each session is the same.
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The first section (hour-and-a-half) comprises:
* overview of session (introductions/icebreaker)
* questionnaire
* presentation/lecture of topic (handouts, overhead
transparencies, and film clip samples are used)
* discussion of examples (small and large group discussion)
Break: 15 minutes, provides workshop participants time for informal
discussion, beve rages, and snacks.
The second hour-and-a-half comprises:
* presentation/lecture (overhead transparencies, flip chart,
handout)
* 
g roup exercise (role play simulation, f ilm clips, and
small and large group discussion)
* questions and answers
Lunch: 60 minute break for lunch (participants are on their own)
The third hour-and-a-half comprises:
* questions and answers
* lectu re/presentation (f ilm clips, f lip chart, overhead
transparencies)
Break: 15 minutes, provides workshop participants time for informal
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discussion, beverages, and snacks.
The fourth hour-and-a-half comprises:
* small g roup discussio n
* lecture/presentation (film clips, overhead transparencies,
g roup brainstorming activity)
* large group discussion/feedback
* evaluation of workshop in written form




To increase the human professionals skills and sensitivity in
the area of disability issues and culture and how these
attitudes aff ect attitudes and beliefs.
Methods:
* Presentation by trainer
* Handout and overheads
. Film clips
* Skill building through role playing (disability simulation)
and group project.
* Small group discussion
* Large group discussion
Materials:
* Name tags
* Participant fo lde rs
* Markers and large sheets of drawing paper
* Overhead projector, transparencies and screen
* Television, VCR, film clips
. Flip chart
* Handouts (lcebreaker, culture, Attitudes, Group project,
and Evaluation)
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V. Limitations
A condensed version of this workshop was presented at The
Minnesota Social Service Association Conference. This created an
opportunity to view the structure and format of the materials. ln
addition, wo rkshop participants completed a questionnaire that
addressed the structure, content and format of the presentation.
This topic was highly emotional and individual responses varied
significantly. Of the fifty participants, thirty-nine completed the
questionnaire. Here is a sample of their responses.
Question: What did you find most useful or interesting?
(Thirty-four of the of the thirty-nine respondents made
co mments on this question).
-Film clips made me look at what messages can be portrayed
to young children. Adults think its'Just a movie."
-The f ilm clips and the exercises.
-The distinction between impairment and disability.
-Cultu re directs reaction.
-The subtle way that the media impact our opinions.
-l liked the discussion about attitudes and disabilities.
-The overheads were useful in the discussion of the issues.
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Question: What was the least useful?
(Eighteen of the thirty-nine people responded to this question)
-Would have been more interesting to talk about culture and
then show a film clip
-More discussion should happen after viewing the tapes.
-Discussion of groups and culture.
-You went too quickly over the transparencies.
Overall, the feedback was usef ul in that participants suggested
changes in the format and made recommendations about the content
of the workshop. For example, there should be more variety in the
sequences of the activities. Another idea was to present a sample
film clip earlier in the workshop.
The presentatio n of f utu re workshops would create
opportunities for additional research topics to be developed. The
questions that arise when specif ically addressing the fo rmat and
content of the workshop are as follows: 1) Will the content fit
within the given framework and time construct? 2) ls there enough
variety with regards to the way the information is presented? g)
Will the participants feel that they acquired useful skills and
information? 4) ls the presentation too theoretical? S) ls there
enoug h experiential exercises that assist participants with new
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learning opportunities? 6) Will there be enough participants
reg istered so that the exercises will be effective?
A final limitation is that some of the film companies were
unwilling to give authorization to this project. This created delays
and changes in the format of the workshop.
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Vl. lmplications For Further Research
Even though this workshop was created for human service
professionals, a variety of the information presented can be
modified and used in educational and/or therapeutic settings. Some
examples of this could be primary, secondary and post-secondary
students; community education; and children placed in residential
treatment facilities. An additional consideration would be that the
students create their own workshop using the tools provided
(overheads, film clips, handouts) as wel! as the resources that they
create for themselves. For example, the information on culture and
ethos would be helpful to those individuals who happen to have a
disability, or difference, that seems to separate them from others.
This would facilitate an opportunity to better understand the events
of his/her life. ln addition, the group exercises and participant





1 . Pass out name tags and markers.





lntroduce self to participants. Make
sure they are comfortable.
B. Overview:
ln th is folder you will f ind the
following items: workshop outline,
pencil and paper. Also, you will be
receiving additional handouts that
will be discussed throughout the
workshop. Please review the
outline, so as to acquire a feel for
what we will be exploring in the
3. Place overhead (Appendix A) on
the projector before the
introductions.
Th is will be on the projector while
the participants are entering the
session.
4. Pass out folders to each
participant. The folder includes:
(Appendix B) Workshop Outline
(Appendix C) lce Breaker and
Questionnaire
5. Review the workshop outline.
n
6. Address questions and I or
co m me nts.
7 Ask participants to f ill out
(Appendix C) The lcebreaker and
Questionnaire. Divide into pairs.
(10 minutes)
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sessions. This workshop is
designed to increase awareness
about the attitudes and beliefs
associated with citize ns with
disabilities. Discussing the
perception of physical disability
and its re lationship to f ilm media,
will assist with personal and media
interpretations. Today we will be
examining the following concepts:
disability, impairment, handicap,
attitudes and stig ffia, social
learn ing theory, symbo lic
interaction theory, mass media
(primarily film) and current trends.
ln addition, wB will review film
clips and use a variety of exercises
to explore this topic.
C. lntroductions/lcebreaker:
Please separate into pairs,
selecting (if possible) a person that
you do not know. I would like for
you to interview each other and
obtain the following information:
1. Name
2. Favorite movie and why?
8. Request participants to
introd uce the ir partner to larger
group.
9. Use flip chart, discuss and
document interactions and themes.
Gather together when the task is
co m pleted.
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3. lf you could be involved in the
production of a film, what role
would you like to PlaY and whY?
(i.e.writer, director, actor etc.)
4. Name the last film you viewed
that had a person with a PhYsical
disability and how he/she was
po rtrayed.
5. Let's take a couPle of minutes to
finish the exercise.
6. At this time, let's have everyone
introduce their partner to the group.
Discuss observations.
D. Presentation of The Problem
. 246 million in the United States.
. 36.1 million, or 14,5Yo were
people with disabilities.
(Some estimates may run as high as
60 million people.)
ln a survey of 7,547 people with
disabilities, the following were
re po rted:
*The media portray people with
m
10. Display overhead (Appendix D)
Statistics, on projector before
introducing the topic.
1 1 . Display overhead (Appendix E)
Common Concerns of Disabled
Americans: lssues and Options.
ru
12. Display overhead (Appendix F)
Albert Bandura. Discuss various
models and how information is
conveyed.
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d isabilities in an u n realistic way,
preferring the sensational or pitiful
to the everyday and human side of
disability.
*Consumers monitor coverage of
disability issues.
*Consumers should educate the
media to correct negative
po rtrayals and terminology.
E. Social Learning Theory:
Social learning theory is a usef ul
and functional approach that aids in
understanding the impact that the
film has on culture.
Bandura belleves that anything that
conveys information, can influence
a person's behavior (Barry &
Asmem, 1993). People learn from
second-hand experience as well as
from examining the outcomes of his
or her behavior. Craig reports it is
th rough the process of modeling
and imitation that people create
guidelines for their own behavior.
Various models include television,
newspaper, magazine and computer
lon-line services.
13. 15 minute break. Offer
info rmation regarding the location
of rest rooms and vending machines.
14. Play clip (Appendix G) Hook.
Discuss thoughts and feelings about
images. Use the flip chart to write
obse rvatio n s, to be refe re nced
later in the workshop.
15. Display overhead (Appendix H)
lmpairment, on projector.
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At this time we will be taking a
short break. When we return we
will view a film clip.
E. Break:
F. Welcome back.
G. Sample Film Clip (Hook) Discuss
observations, thoughts and feelings
associated with the film clip. Ask
these questions:
1. ls this an accurate portrayal?
Why or why not?
2. What is the basic theme?
3. How did you feel about the main
character?
According to the World Health
Organization, an impairment is any
disturbance in body structu res that
is present at birth o r arises f rom
d isease o r inj u ry .m
16. Display overhead (Appendix l)
Disability, on projector. Use flip
chart for observations. Discuss
disability and the ADA.
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Disabilities are restrictions in
activity as a resu lt of impairme nt,
the disability may or may not be
visible and may be present at birth
and/or begin at any age. The
concept has emerged over time.
There are four primary perspectives




3. natu ral causes
4. and, "finally, in the mid-
twentieth century, the proposition
ernergeC that having a disabitity
places one into a minority group
that has societally imposed
barriers."
An individual may hold one or more
of these perspectives
simultaneously.
According to the American
Disability Act, an individual is
considered to have a disability if
s/he has a physical or mental
impairment that substantially
limits one or more major life
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activity, has a record of such
lmpairment, or is regarded as
having such impairment. Persons
discriminated against because they
have a known relationshiP with an
individ ual with a disability also are
protected. An important distinction
is that the definition protects
individuals who are regarded as
having substantially limiting
impairrnent, even though they may
not have such impairment. For
example, this provision would
protect a qualified individual with a
severe facial disfigurement from
being denied employment because of
an employer's fear of "negative
reactions" of customers or co-
workers. The ADA is designed to
g ive civil rig hts protection to
individuals with disabilities on the
basis of race color, gender, national
origin, age, and religion. lt
guarantees equal opportunity for
individ uals with disabilities in
public accommodations,
employment, transportation, State
and local government services, and
17. Display overhead (Appendix J)
Handicap, ofl projector and use flip
chart for observatio ns.
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telecommunications.
Handicap is the "social
disadvantage created by the
impairment and disability because
the individual does not or cannot
conform to the role expectations of
the society or social groups to
which he or she belongs. ln a broad
sense, attitudes are predisposed
thoughts, feelings, or actions
towards othe rs"
(Gokhale,1984,p.30). Throughout
history people who were perceived
differently were more likely to be
' devalued and treated accordingly.
Through the process of being
labeled, the people would be
subjected to unfavorable attitudes,
including being viewed as unfit and
abnormal. Since attitudes are
shaped during our social
interactions it is important that we
explore the elements that influence
our behavior.
Some basic assumptions about
attitudes and beliefs include:
1. people match the disability with
the pe rso n .
ru
18. lntroduce Disability Simulation
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2. when a person with a disabilitY
experiences difficultY, it is
assumed that it is related to their
disability.
3. that people with disabilitlies are
tragic casualities.
4. the disability is the dominant
force in his/her life.
5. it is taken for granted that a




This is a demonstration designed to
expand your range of personal
experience.
-Would the people wearing red today
raise your hand? (Pick rare color)
-Please, for the rest of the morning,
write with yo u r opposite hand.
-Also, would those individuals move
to this side of the classroom.
The re st of the participants, be in g
the kind and caring individuals you
are, may help out and give support.
l. Explo ration of C u lture
1. Culture is composed of
W
19. Display overhead (Appendix 1(1 )
Culture, on projector.
W
20. Display overhead (Appendix K2)
Culture, on projector.
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commonly shared signs and symbols
from which actors construct the
meanings found in the culture.
2. The basis of any culture is its
world view which assists in
creating guidelines for predictable
behavior in that social system.
3. Culture serves two purposes:
a) integ rative, providing the
beliefs and values that give an
individual a sense of identity.
b) functional, establishing
rules for behavior and aids in
se lf -wo rth.
It provides a context for assessing
the variatio n in perception toward
--and in the social econom ic status
of--individuals with disabilities in
various societies.
Culture supports an individual's
sense of se lf-worth and maintains
group function and welfare
( Kagawa-W i nger, 1 994).
Cu lture affects both be havior and
expectations of an individual's role
in society. Specifically, behavior
that is rewarded will continue and
be havior that is pu n ished wil!
21 . Display overhead (Appendix K3,
Cu !tu re) on projecto r
m
22. Pass out handout (APPendix L)
Culture, and display on Projector.
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diminish (Goodman,l 967).
Cultural Theory is based on the
axiom that what matters most to
people is the ir re latio nsh ips with
other people and the other PeoPle's
relationship with them.
23. Write on f lip chart discussion
about cultural/ethos/roles/
expectations. Discuss examples and
personal experiences.
Discuss TAB (temPorarilY able-
bodied.) and relate to disabilitY
chart. Discuss Disability culture
Common issues concerning
disability studies and the process
of cross cultural examination
in cl ude th e fo I lowin g :
1. The culturally observed cause of
the disability.
2. the duration of an individual's
experience.
3, The cultural expectations
associated with the individual
having the disability (G roace and
Zola, 1993),
The two crucial values in the 20th
Century western culture that
impact ind ivid uals with physical
disabilities are: physical
appearance and autonomy. People
who are unable to meet the
W
24. Display overhead (Appendix M)
United States Culture, Marsha
Saxton, Disability rights activist.
Highlight the bolded words and open
the topic up for discussion.
n ru
?5. Pass out handout and display
overhead (Appendix N), Riddle Scale
on projector.
26. Display overheads (Appendix
01 ) Everyone Assumes...Spastic
Society
(O2) The Most Frightening Thing...
(O3) Label Jars Not People
on projector. Discuss observations.
27. Check in with Disabllity
Simulation participants and discuss
thoughts and feelings as related to
Hiddle Scale.
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defined ideal are viewed as
subordinate. The result is that they
carry a stigma that assumes that
they are less than human (Hahn).
We, especially in the U.S., live in a
cultu re obsessed with health and
well being. We value rugged self-
reliance, athletic prowess, and rig id
standards of beauty. We incessantly
pursue eternal youth, and the
treatment of
our elders attest to an ingrained
denial, fear, and even hate, of our
own aging and accompanying
physical limitation. The disabled
person in our society is the target
of attitudes and behaviors from the
able-bodied world, ranging from
gawking to avoidance, pity to
resentment; or from vastly lower
expectations to awe. ln addition, a
disabled person confronts less
tangible barriers: discrimination in
employment, second-class
ed ucatio n , and restricted
opportunities for full
ru
28. One hour break for lunch. Offer
inf ormatio n regarding the locatton
of dining area or local
restaurants.
29. Open up with questions or
comments about the morning
sessron.
30. Display overhead (Appendix P)
Symbolic lnteraction Framework, on
p ro je cto r.
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community."
At this time would you Please
discuss your thoughts about the
Riddle Scale and how it might relate
to the disability simulation.
J. Lunch break
We will be breaking for one hour.
K Welcome Back
Before we move on, do you have any
questions or comments regarding
the morning session ? lf not, let's
continue. This afternoon we will be
exploring the following topics:
Symbolic interaction, media
representation, history of physician








31. Display overhead (Appendix 0)
Assorted Symbols, ofi projector.
Use flip chart as needed.
32. Discussion about symbols and
messages conveyed.
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The general focus of symbolic
interactionism can be defined as
the acquisition and generation of
mean ing. ln addition, behavior m ust
be understood by the "meanings of
the actor...they live in a symbolic
world, and our actions have both
physical and symbolic importance"
(Hergenahn & Olson, 1993,( p. 93).
Example: When event A is associated
with event B, we could say A is the
development of a symbol. A symbol
is any sign for B. "Where there is
smoke there is fire." Srnoke
becomes a symbol for fire. Thomas
and Thomas (1928) reported that
'"what humans define as real has
real consequences."
Example: An intoxicated person who
sees pink elephants. For this
individual, it is real and he behaves
in a manner that would support his
experience.
Hewitt (1 997), identif ied "three
facts that are key to the impact of
symbol-using human beings."
1. Symbols transform the very
nature of ' the environ ment in which
W
33. Display overhead (ApPendix R)
Representations, on projector and
use flip chart for discussion.
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the human species lives.
2. Symbols make it Possible for the
behavioral disPositions, oI
attitudes of an individual, to be
reproduced in a another Person.
Example: lf you were describing a
man in the woods cutting down a
tree, you would not understand the
behavior unless we discovered the
intention of the actor. (i.e.
lumberjack, getting a Christmas
tree or vandal)
3. Symbols make it possible for the
individual to be a part of the very
environment to which he or she
respond s.
M. Media Representation
Markoava and Farr (1995) believe
that the media pe rform an essential
role in both the representation and
circulation of images.
The media has the potential to
impact society's perceptions of it's
surroundings. "What emerges as
knowledge in conte mporary society
is, to a significant extent, the
result of media consciousness"
Brawley and
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Snow, 1991, p. 1675).
According to McQuail (1987), the
principal functions of mass media
for society include:
l. lnformation- about events and
conditions in society and the world,
indicating relations and facilitation
innovation.
ll. Correlation-explaining,
interpreting and com menting on the
meaning of events and information,
providing support for established
authority and norn'ls...and consensus
bu ilding.
lll. Continuity- expressing the
dominant culture and recognizing
subcultures and new cultural
developments, forging and




V. Mobilization- campaigning for
social objectives in the sphere of
politics, war, economic
development, work and sometimes
religion (p.71).




34. Display overhead (Appendix S)
Factors That Can Produce Attitude
Changes, on projector.
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the category of diversitY. ln the
media, diversity can be a
des ired resu lt o r an objective of the
media activity.
Physical Disability lssues:
. Media professionals are in a
unique position to influence and
form public images about people
with disabilities.
*Direct or indirect media contact






N. History of Physical
Disability and Film
The subject of the beggar that used
a fake disability was of special
interest. A number of films
portrayed variatio ns of this theme.
According to Norden, (1 994)
35. Display overhead (Appendix T)
The Movie lndustry..., on projector.
36. Display overhead (Appendix T1a
and T1b) Collection of lmages and
Early Film Themes, on projector.
Use flip chart to list observations.
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"disability was a source of humor"
(p. 15). The message conveyed was
that it was okay to make fun of
disabled people as long as they were
not really disabled.
Humor continued to be an important
element in the cinema, however, the
subject matter would be best
identif ied as a "comic
misadventure" - the disabled person
victimized by one or more able-
bodied people, and a disabled person
whose impairment leads to trouble,
whethe r self directed, other
directed, or both (Norden 1994, p.
21).
Over the years, it has been common
practice for non-disabled acto rs to
portray disabled ones.
The "sweet innocent" or "charity
cripple" was a strong theme. This
person, generally a child or an
un married woman, was "perfect in
every way, except for the
disability...good hearted and humble
gentle, godly...more reactive than
proactive" (Norden, 1994, p. gB).
Another image that was frequently
37. Display overhead (Appendix T2,
T3, T4, and T5) Disabled Villains, on
p ro je cto r.
38. Display overhead (Appendix T6)
Freaks, of, projector.
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used was the "disabled villain.". lt
was not uncommon that the dark
character had a deformed sPine. lt
is interesting to note that research
conducted in 1974 continued to
support the perceptions that
"physical ugliness and physical
differences are often associated
with violence and other forms of
crime" (Bogdan, R., & Biklen, D.,
1977, p.7U.
The church appeared to influence
the film industry by creating a shift
in attitudes toward individuals that
had disabilities. The trend involved
the use of "God delivered cures" in
'films. The basic message during the
period of 191 2 - 1 920 is that
"moviemakers would have their
audiences believe that helplessness
and dependency on able-bodied
people were the norms for
physically disabled people, and that
if they were not cured, or at the
very least kept dependent, they
were dangerous deviants" (p.1 05).
The depression put a great deal of
financial stress on the movie
W
39. Display f ilm clip (Appendix TT)
The Miracle Worker.
40. Display overhead (Appendix T8,
T9, T10, and T1 1) More Disabled
Villains, on projector.
41 . Display overhead (Appendix
T1 2) Other Side of the Mountain, on
p ro je cto r.
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industry. The f inancial problems
created a revival of "Obsessive
Avengers," such as Quasimodo, a
role made famous in 1923 by Lon
Chaney" (Norden, 1994, p. 138).
This theme of "freak show
aberrations" in some ways
inf luenced the "public's view of
disabled people" (p.1 a3).
Following World War ll, some of the
disabled-vet movies had enhanced
"sensitivity to the issues of
physical disability" (Norden, 1994
p. 182). lt seemed that this
sensitivity might be a building
block for additional growth in the
film industry. However, this was
n of the case .
During the 1950's the disabled
veterans were, for the most part, in
the background or forgotten. lt
wasn't u ntil the latter 1 950's that
disabled-vet films made a small
comeback. ln the 1960's it was
replaced by the "Civilian Superstar
trend" (p. 202). Over all, it was
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during the 1950's and 1960's that
some of the filmmakers began to
"revive fears about disabled people
by creating a disturbing number of
films that recreated the ancient
stereotype of the disabled villain"
(p.21 3 ).
ln the 1970's, the Civilian
Superstar trend continued as well
as some focus on sports heroes that
acquired a physical disability.
ln the early 1990's the American
Disabilty act was passed. This
"mandated accessibility to all
forms of public transportation, and
telecommunication, and it also
prohibited employers from
discriminating against qualified
applicants because of disabilities"
(Norden, 1994, p. 308). Since 1990,
a larger number of movies have
addressed the topic of physical act
accommodations, and disability,
however, "it would be a mistake to
conclude that the old stereotypes
had fallen into disuse" (p.291 ).
W
W
4?. Display overhead (Appendix
T1 3) Coming Home, and film clip
(Appendix T14) Born on the Fourth
of July.
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While referring to the movies Born
on the Fourth of July and My Left
Foot, Norden (1 994) states that
"the handicapped have come out of
the closet, and audiences who might
once have shunned movies that deal
with catheters and drooling are now
flocking to these. Viewers realize
that such films are not about
handicaps, but about the strength of
character that allows two men to
move beyond their physical
limitations and get on with !ife."
Discuss movie and inf ormally po ll
participants. Discuss ramifications
associated with a film company
refusing authorization.
Discuss thoughts, feelings, and
impressions associated with the
clip.
O. Television
The trends that are identif ied in the
film industry hold true for the
television industry. Television has
limited the perspective on issues
associated with physical disability.
Viewers rarely see disabled
43. Display overhead (Appendix T1 5
and T1 6) Forrest Gump, on
p ro je cto r.
44. Display overhead (Appendix
T17) Hunchback, on projector.
45. Show film clip (Appendix T1 8)
Hunchback of Norte Dame.
46. Show film clip (Appendix T1 9)
P h ilade lph ia.
47. Display overhead (Appendix U1)
ER and use flip chart to list
television findings.
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characters as whole persons and the
disability is not m ixed into a f ull
life. Very often, the message that
is conveyed is that the disabled
person's problem is really an
emotional problem, and he/she must
"deal with" his/her disability.
Klobas (1 988), reports that
"d isability is fo reve r re legated to
human interest status" (p. xiii).
Flesearch findings in the area of the
portrayal of individuals in
television is limited. Makas (1 981 ),
used a conservative estimate,
stating that "televis ion viewe rs
meet at least one individual who
has a disability every 4.2 hours"
(p.259). ln addition, many of the
television programs emphasize
disability. The roles that are
portrayed ge nerally fall into
stereotypic categories: people are
portrayed as evil, dependent and/or
pathetic.
Klobas (1 988), indicates that
"reru ns" pe rpetuate stereotypes
W
48. Show film clip (Appendix U2)
Sesame Street.
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without viewers being fully aware
of it. Programs can be viewed as
new even though they may have been
in circulation for awhile. "Between
syndicated reruns, films, TV shows
and network offerings, an average of
three disability-oriented pieces are aired
every week" (p. xiii). According to
Klobas, "trauma rs drama, the meat
and potatoes of film and televison"
(p.xv). Makas summarizes
Cummberbatch and Negren's (1992)
findings as follows: people that
were portrayed on television as
having a disability "were more than
three times as likely to be dead by
the end of the program" (p. 263).
On a more positive note, there has
been an increase of "real person
with a disability portrayals." Talk
show hosts are less Iikely to focus
on an individual's disability.
The Sesame Street program has
consistently involved children and
adults that have disabilities. The
issue of disability may or may not
49. 15-minute break
50. Handout group project sheet
(Appendix V).
Group members will have 20
m inutes to complete project. Pass
out one large piece of paper and
colored markers to each group.
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Media executives have demonstrated
the ability to resPond to current
trends. lt will continue to be
essential that peoPle mon ito r
programming and sPeak out against
inappropriate representations.
P. Break. At this time we will be
taking a short break. When we




At this time, let's break uP into
g ro ups of 4-5 participants.
The assignment for the group is to
develop a diversity campaig n that
will educate community members
about (group members
pick the topic). You will have 20
minutes to develop your campaign.
After 20 minutes, encourage group
members to discuss the group
project and identify the most
be addressed during the show.
W
51 . Use flip chart to list themes
52. Display overheads (Appendix W1
and W2) Buckles and For Better or
Worse Cartoons. Discuss trends
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challenging part of the project and
the least challenging.
S. Current Trends
Here are a couple of current
indicators that the mainstream
cultu re is making prog ress:
Discussion on the Society for Disability
Studies. The cable channel
Kaleidoscope bills itself as the
world's first channel for people
with disabilities. The channel,
based in San Antonio, Texas,
focuses on being a f u Ily accessible
channel through open caption, sign
lang uage inte rpretatio n, and audio
description. lt also tries to include
content that portrays people in a
less stereotyping fashion. Through
its connections to a host of
disability-related organizations,
the channel generates original
programs on specific disabilities.
The newest promotion arena for
Kaleidoscope is an online project.
TCI carries the network on its
system and will uplink the
network's digital. He thinks this
53. Display overhead (Appendix X)
Disability Studies. Discuss trends.
Kale id oscope/D isability C han n el.
m
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technology will make a big
difference for KaleidoscoPe
TV because people will be able to
stumhle across the network on the
lnternet. Th is connection between
cable, computers, and the disability
community is significant because
computer use has brought down
barrie rs fo r many people with
d isabilities. Cayton said estimates
are that computer use is about 40
percent higher among people with
disabilities than with the general
public.
The goal of the future is to create
more interactive shows. (ie. cal! in
shows) ln addition, if the channel
wants to create a program to deal
with diabetes, then Kaleidoscope
officials go to the American
Diabetes Association, oI the Juvenile
Diabetes Association, to tell them
what age demographic to target. They
then create a program to reach that
market. The implicit notion of the
network is that it is working with a board of
advisory disability-related
54. Hand out on-line Disability
Flesources (Appendix Y) Start the
discussion by using particpant
comments and I or statements.
55. Hand out Certificates of
Completion.
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organizations whose goals are to
enhance the images of people with
disabilities in society.
T. Discussion and review of on-line
references:
ln th is handout you will f ind a
variety of disability-related
resources that you may find useful.
Let's discuss the day's activities
and identify the transferable skills
that were explored. How they might
be used in your professional life and
if you see a need to integrate some
of this information into your daily
life? Why or why not? Take a few
minutes to write down an indiviudal
goal and how you might use
information discussed today in your
life.
U. Distribution of Certificates of
Completetion
V. Workshop Evaluation
Please complete the evaluation and
turn it in before you leave today.
m
56. Display overhead (Appendix Z)
Workshop Evaluation.
57. Display overhead (Appendix Z1)
"See you at the movies l"
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1.) The organization of the presentation
was?
54321
2.) The objectives of the presentation
we re?
3.) The presentation style was?





Small group brainstorming exercise:
group discussion
5.) What did you like most about the
workshop?
6.) What did you like least about the
wo rkshop ?
7.) What suggestions do you have for
future presentations?
Thank you for your particpation!
ru
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"Common Concerns of Disabled
Americons: Issues ond Options
The media portray people with drsobilities in o
negotive ond unrealistic woy, preferrrng the
sensationol or pitiful to the everydoy ond humon
side of disability.
Consumers should monitor coveroge of
disobility issues.
Consumers should educote the medio to correct
negotive portroyals ond tarmi nology.
rvI.3!L
According to Albert Bqndurq, individuols leorn from
second-hsnd experiences ss well as from exomining
the outcomes of his/her behovior. He defines o
modc,l '-.ss arfihing thot comcys informotion,-
exomples include: televrsion. rnovres, qnd
ne$/sPoPers.
(Flcrynhohn d Olson, 1991)
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I Disobilities qrc
rzstrictions in
octivity os o result
of thc impoirment
Tha disobility moy
or moy mt be
visible ond moy be
prescnt ot birth






'HANDICAP: Is the sociol disodvontoge
creoted by the impoirment ond disability becouse
the individual does not or connot conform to the
role expectations of the society or sociol groups to
which he or she belongs.
rgonr zorron
Cultufe is compostd of comtmnly shorcd signs
ond symbols from whieh octors constrrrt thc
mconings found in thc culturc
E @il
The conccpt of culture provides a context
for ossessing the voriation in perception
toword--ond in the socisl economic stotus
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Wr . csprciolly in thc U. 5.. livc in o culfurr obr:sred rith
heoffr oid *rli-bcing. Wc tslrlr ruggtd rrlf-rrlimcc, 6fhl.tic
pFofrltt, and rir3id rtonao*r of broury. Il/r incrrcarlly prrw
ctGmol ltErth. ond th. fi',tot|rltnt of ar rldcrr ol'1.3? ?0 ot
iqminri dcninl, fror, ond cvrn hotc, of utr o*n ogirg-ord
acionmnvrm phvricol limitction. Thc diroblrd pcrron in our
roci:ty ir'th-c'toiaet of tttitudc ond bchoviom frum thc ablr
bodied rorld. rtrpang frorn grkirp to ovoidotrc:, pify ?-o
l.3 artm.nf. or from rufily lorrr Grpcctotiont lo arc...In
addition, dirobLd Ptruoas corfitonf lcrs fongiblc barrirr:
dircriminotion in cmployrncttt, r:cord clorr cducation. ond
rcrtriclcd oPPoltunata.r for full participation in th: lift of th:
c6ruunity
Morsho Suton. o drsobility rights octivitt
Kl_
L
The basis of any cu Iture is
its world *vieyr*
Errrp gror,rp of pcopl: has o virion of thc cosms, a syrtcm ,
of #f iift.'*of"is, 
'ona 
bchoviors thol orpanircr th: choor of
thr uni*rrc for ils m:rnbcrr ond pro$drs o plocc for coch
individuol *ifhin lht rtalitY
Culture is o tool fhot opcrdtromlires a group's world vie* into
svmbolr thot con be monrpulotcd to define reality--and human
beings' ploce wrthrn thot EalitY--od fhot prescribes thc prope'r
brha-vior for predrctable srtuotions urithin thst sociol system'
Culture, then, serves two
(o) integrotive, providing the beliefs ond
,values thot give an individuol o sense of
identity, ond
(b) functionol, establishing the rules for
behovior thot support on individual's sense of
self-rrrrth ond mointoin group f unction and
welfore. These patterns of belie,f and rules
for behovior enoble members of society to
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The Riddle Scale
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In order to understond socisl behavror,
reseorchers must understand the meanings
actons ossign to the situotion ond sctors.
The uniting of the study of cultural meoning
with social behovior is the prime focus of









rother than to the
reoli?Y they
rePPesent.
lAcrkovo ond Far. 1995
Foctors thot con produce
Attitude Chonges
! Direct or indirect medio contoct with, or
exposure to, disobled persons.





fn the case of people with disobilities, the
movie industry hos perpetuoted or
inifioted o number of stereotypes over the
yeors os o port of the generol proctice of
isolotion-stereotypes so duroble ond
pervosive thot they hove become moinstreorn
society's perception of disobled people and
hove obscured, if not outright supplonted,



















History of Physicol Disobility
snd Film








5EE YOU AT THE MOVIES I
THE DI lLlTY RAG
& RESOURCE
uly/August 1996
Why DisneY Can't Control
H unchbacklash
Ifs on billboords, bus shelters, ond the World Wide
Web. Ifs Disney's animoted production of 'The
Hunchbock of Notre Dome'' ond ifs one of this
summer's most onticipated releases.
Disability rights od'rocoles clqim the movie will
perp€tuote umcceptob le stereotnes. Disney soys










A. Statement of the Problem
B. Training workshop for Humans Seruice Professionals
C. Objectives of Workshop
Review of the Literature
A. Definition of Terms
lmpairment Disability and Handicap
History of Disability
Mass Media
Culture and Cultural Theory
Attltude and Stigma
B.Theoretical Framework





Format of the Workshop
lV. Workshop Manual
Objective / Methods / Materials
Manual
V. Limitations














lndividuals with physical Disabilities our culture on Film
lcebreaker




g. lf you were involved in the film industry, what role would you like to play and why?
(examples: Screen writer, director, actor, crew member etc..-)
4. please identify the last film you viewed that had a person with a physical disability-
5. How was that individual portrayed?
6. ln your opinion, was it an accurate portrayal?
(Appendi:r L)
c{.lLTul?8,
1. Describett,e cc+lttrral groe;r/6 iwwhich yocr belowg.
2, Hott, bo yotr know yotr belong to thit/t*le.te eultu;re/t?
B. How bo trther* knott, yotr belong to thir./the-;,e cultuye/s?
4. l*lhat yraedsc€es b<r yorr yeceive frorlo yt>ur c*lture?
S. Who gir'te-* yr>tt fhe+e va,err,c+qet?
6. l*)hrrt vraiel,l,aqec bo you warnlt fo give yoilr chilbiyew?
T. What crye tfi,e cqfttrral nortn s/ l;tereo.tylr,es/a^+dtr]ra1rfit>rls as*ociafeb
with ;eeop [e anb bicabfl itiec'?
g, tlow bo these ylowra*/*terec>typet/as$r{tr+lrfio}r6 affecf yotry behav-











































People who are different are strange, sick, crazy and aversive.
Anything which will change them to be more normal or a part of th
mainstream is justifiable.
People who are different are somehow born that way and that is
pitiful. Being different is definitely immature and less preferred. T
help those poor individuals, one should reinforce normal behaviorl
Being different is just a phase of development that people go
through and most people "grow out of'. Thus they should be
protected and tolerated as one does a child who is still learning.
lmplies that one needs to make accommodations for another's
differences and does not acknowledge that another's identity may
of the same value as their own.
Works to safeguard the rights of those who are different. Such
people may be uncomfortable themselves but they are aware of th
climate and the irrational unfairness in our society.
Acknowledges that being different in our society takes strength.
Such people are willing to truly look are themselves and work on
their own personal biases.
Values the diversity of the people and is willing to confront
i nsensitive attitudes.
Assumes the differences in people are indispensable in society.
They view differences with genuine affection and delight and are
willing to be advocates of those differences.
ADAPTED from Dr. Dorothy Riddle's Scales from the following
session: "Appreciation of Differences," presented by J. Ann Hower
(Michigan State University), Marian Bankins (University of Californi
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nEveryo
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A clisabted actor and his able-bodied lookalike take direction in
The Autornobile Accident, a turrt-of-the-centutT* comed)'. 
This
caufftont effort Lrrfls one of ntany earty films rt'ft ose appefil
Itinged on-t-he plrysicat difference of irs dis abled perforrnen
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Women UUith Disuhilities in Film nnd TU

































Congratulations! You have been selected to create a campaign on the
following topic I issue
You will need to address these questions:
1 . What is your topic and why did you choose it?
2. What is your target population and why did you decide to focus on that
group?
3. Why would it be important for people to be educated about this topic?
4, What strategies would you use to implement this project?
5. What is your campaign motto, slogan, andlor symbol?
6. What is the duration of the project and why did you pick that time
f rame?
Thank you for making a difference!
(TM )crpuaddtd)
.. ,: .' lr
I
(appendji( W2 )
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Society for DisabilitY Studies
Welcome !
The Society for Disability Srudies is a nonprofit scientific and
educ ational organization established to promote
interdisciplinary research on humanistic and social scientific
aspects oi aisabitity and chronic ilIness. Its membership
iniludes social scientists, scholars in the humanities and
disability rights advocates concemed with the problems of
disabled people in society. The purpose of the society is to
bring together people from diverse backgrounds and
substantive concerns. The Society is committed to developing
theoretical and practical knowledge about disability and to
promoting the full and equal participation of persons with
disabilities in sociery.
Browse through these pages for news and information about






Carol J. Gill, Ph.D., Executive Officer, Society for Disability
Studies
Depanment of Disabiliry and Human Development
Universiry of Illinois at Chicago (MC 626)
1640 W. Roosevelt Rd. #236
Chicago, IL 60608-6904
U.S.A.
Office E-Mail: Link at bottom of page. Please read this note
before you contact the SDS office or "Webspinner".
Phone: 312-996-4664 ryfITf )
fax: 312-413-2918
Please write Carol Gill's narne on any postal or fax











h ttp :www. carava n .de m o n . co . u k/
DISABILITY FILM LINKS
http :www. caravan .de mon. co. uk/l inx ntm
The lnternet Movie Database
http :llimdb. co m/
Society for Disability Study Links
Links to Academic Programs or Centers of Disability Studies
Center for Disability Studies, at University of Hawaii
Courses for MPA//Disability Studies at Suffolk University
Disability Flesearch Unit at University of Leeds, u.K.
Disability studies concentration At syracuse university
Center for Disability Research at Uppsala University
Institute for Disability Policy, at the University of Southern Maine
lnstitute for Human Development, at Northern Arizona University
lnstitute on Disability, at the University of New Hampshire
Department of Disability and Human Development, at the University of
lllinois at Chicago. They now have a Ph.D. program in Disability Studies
and a Masters of Science program in Disability and Human Development.
Y?
Disabilty-Related Organizations, lllstitutes, lnitiatives, and
Agencies
AAPD (American Association of People with Disabilities)
ADAPT (American Disabled for Attendant Programs Today)
AHEAD (Association on Higher Education and Disability)
Canadian Centre on Disability Studies
HEATH Resource Center. lnformation about post secondary education for
people with disabilities.
Leadership Conference on Civil Rights/Leadership Conference Educational
Fund. Has information on hate crimes, and policy information relevant to
people with disabilities, racial/ethn ic minorities , gay/lesbian/bisexual
transgender people, and elderly people.
National Center for the Dissemination of Disability Research
National Council on Disability
National lnstitute on Disability & Hehabilitation Research
National Organization on Disability
World lnstitute on Disability
Disability Journals, other Media
The Braille Monitor
Disability & Society
Journal of Disability Pollcy Studies
Laura Hershey's weekly "Crip Commentary" column
Mainstream Magazine On-Line
New Mobility Magazine On-Line
The Ragged Edge (formerly the Disability Rag) On-Line
Beth Haller's list of disability
General Disability Web Links
Y3
Americans with Disabilities Act Home Page (U.S. Department of Justice)
Axis Disability Rights Web site
Cornucopia of Disability lnformation
The Disability Link Barn
lnte rnatio nal D isability News Ticker
Disability Net, U.K.
The Disability Rig hts Activist
U ppity DisAbility lnte rnet Resou rces
Exhale. Resources for teens with disabilities
Disabled Peoples' lnternational
Davis Ferleger's collection of links to disability, legal, and Judaism
resou rces
lndependent Living Centers list
lntegrated Network of Disability lnformation & Education (lNDlE)
Invisible Disabilities Page
Jamal Mazurui's "Empowerment Zone." Loaded with links of interest.
Disability Cross-Disability Related Maiting Lists
ADA-Law
ADA-LAW is a technical discussion list regarding US laws--ADA, 504, SS
regulations. To subscribe, send this message: SUBSCRIBE ADA-LAW (in an
otherwise empty e-mail with a blank subject line) addressed to:
I istse rv@ I istse rv. nodak. ed u
Advocacy
ADVOCACY discusses how we can advocate for ourselves, and with others.
To subscribe, send this message: SUBSCRIBE ADVOCACY (in an otherwise
empty e-mail with a blank subject line) addressed to:
Y4
I istse rv@ mae I stro m. stjo h n s. ed e
Disability-Research
A (mostly) academic discussion group hosted in the UK, which deals with
disability from the social model. Many pwds on the list; the focus is
philosophy, sociology, political economy, etc. as it relates to the rights of
people with disabilities. To subscribe, send this message: JOIN
DISABILITY RESEARCH (in an othenruise empty e-mail with a blanks
subject line) addressed to: mail base@mail base.ac.uk
Mobility
A "cyber-cafe" for people with disabilities. To subscribe, send this
message: SUBSCRIBE MOBILITY (in an otherwise empty e-mail with blank
subject line) addressed to: listserv@maelstrom.stjohns.edu
DISABILITY RELATED ORGANIZATIONS
CENTER FOR UNIVEBSAL DESIGN: http://www.design.ncsu.edu/cud
COMMISSION ON MENTAL AND PHYSICAL DISABILITY LAW:
http I I scratch . o rg/disabi I ity/home. htm I
IRECT ACTION NETWORK (England):
http ://www. d i sa b i I ity n e t. co . u k/g ro u p s/d a n
DISABLED BUISNESSP ERSONS ASSOCIATION:
h ttp ://www. we b lin k. co m/d b a/d ba. h tm
DISABLED PEOPLE'S INTEHNATIONAL: http://www.escape.ca/*dpi
DrsABrLrTy HESEARCH UNtT (UNIVERSITy OF LEEDS):
http .//www. I e ed s . ac. u k. so c i o I o g y/d ru/d ru . h tm
DISABILITY SOCIAL HISTORY: http://www.disabilityhistory.org
INDEPENDENT LIVING RESEARCH UTILIZATION (ILRU): http://www.ilru.org
Y5
INSTITUTE ON INDEPENDENT LIVING: http://www.idependantliving.org
JUSTICE FOH ALL: http://www.mailbot.com/justice
MADNATION: http://www.madnation.org
NATIONAL CENTER FOR THE DISSEMINATION OF DISABILITY RESEARCH:
h ttp ://www. n cdd r. o rg
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON DISABILITY: http://www.ncd.gov
NOT DEAD YET: http://www.dimenet.com/NotDeadYet
PRESIDENTS COMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OF PEOPLE WITH DISABILITTES:
h ttp ://www. pced pd . g ov
RESNA (Rehabilitation Engineering and Assitive Technology Society of
North America): http://www.resna.org
THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS: http://www.lookingglass.org
DISABILITY RELATED PRESS





MAINSTREAM: MAGAZINE OF THE ABLE.DISABLED:
http ://www. mai n strea m mag . co m
NEW MOBILITY: DISABILITY CULTURE AND LIFE:
http :l /www. n ewmobi I ity.com
ON A ROLL: TALK HADIO ABOUT LIFE & DISABILITY:
h ttp ://www. o n a ro llrad io . co m
RAGGED EDGE: THE DISABILITY EXPERIENCE IN AMERICA:
http://www.rag g eded g e- mag . co m/
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